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THIRD EDITION 2020

Covering over 400 prison law subjects, from

“This is a remarkable
and much needed
book which should
prove invaluable to
prisoners and legal
practitioners alike.”

‘Access to Justice’ through to ‘Zoonotic

Edward Fitzgerald QC

Barristers Stephen Knight, Sophie Walker and
Angelina Nicolaou of the Crime and Prison Law
team at 1 Pump Court Chambers in London.

Infections’, Prison Law Index has up-to-date
copies of the Prison Rules, the new 2019 Parole
Board Rules, and details of Prison Service
Instructions, Orders and the new MOJ Policy
Frameworks - along wth a fully revised section on
criminal appeals.
Prison Law Index ensures this important subject
stays within the reach of those

prisoners who it

empowers, and the prison law practitioners who it
supports. Prison law cases and materials were
spread across a myriad of statutes, orders, and
case law, now Prison Law Index brings them all
skillfully together, in one place, and in a way

MARK LEECH From prison strip-cells and roof-top protests at one end of the
scale, to being the Editor of The Prisons Handbook, the definitive 1,600-page
annual reference book on the prison system of England and Wales at the
other, Mark Leech has travelled an astonishing journey. He served almost 20
years in 62 of Britain's jails and since his release in 1995 he has risen to become
the country's foremost ex-offender expert on the policy and practice of the
penal system, he is the Founder and former Chief Executive of UNLOCK the
national ex-offenders charity and a Fellow of the Royal Society of Arts. Outside
of work, his interests are in aviation; Mark is a qualified Helicopter Pilot.
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that is easy to understand.

PRISON LAW Index

Prison Law Index is the definitive A-Z Index to Prison
Law with expert contributions from Prison Law

Mark
Leech
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